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Derek’s dialogue by Derek Mathewson, Club Patron 

 When I received the last edition of the Legend I was really pleased to see that there are 

plenty of new members joining the BEC, it’s important that we welcome new people into 

whatever organisation we are members of, and I’d like to congratulate you all on making 

the BEC the success it is and hope this popularity continues.  

 Up here on Thornton Le Dale things are starting to get back to some sort of normal, sales 

through the auction are still buoyant although the feeling throughout the movement is that 

we have seen an easing of values rather than a reduction. I fear that commercial vehicle 

values are very much stagnant, and even Bedfords are proving difficult to rehome! Whilst 

the virtual auctions  have proved very successful, we are of course looking forward to 

attended auctions, our concern is the number of people who are wanting to attend - sadly 

we simply cannot currently accommodate the numbers expected. No doubt we will find a 

solution to enable more visitors to enjoy the attraction.   

Unfortunately, I won’t be able to make it to Bedford 90 as the August Bank Holiday      

weekend is one of  our busiest times, however I have passed on some goodies for the 

raffle, as well as offering one of you the chance to come up to visit us and have a go on the 

rostrum when attended auctions are back on the agenda. I’m sure that Bedford 90 will be a 

huge success - it’s perfectly located to be central for all and really is going to be a ‘one off’ 

event, so please show your support for your club, get your vehicle entries in, if you have a 

sales stand take it along, and if nothing else, get yourselves over to Leighton Buzzard and 

enjoy the weekend    

Sue and I wish you continued enjoyment of your classics, so please be sure to keep safe. 

Best wishes 

Derek.  
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 Chairwoman’s Chat  

   We are now hopefully coming to the end of a period that has made us all stronger in 

many aspects of our life, also realising that friends and family are very precious to us. To 

those of you who have been affected by recent events, our thought s are still with you.  

The BEC to me is like a family in a way, which is why I urge you all to support our Bedford 

90 event in whatever way you can. This is a one off event, and from my point of view will 

give us all the opportunity to meet up with other enthusiasts in person, to relive both 

your work experiences, restoration experiences and to swap ideas and chit chat in a very 

friendly and relaxed atmosphere. Pages Park is a beautiful and well presented area which, 

when combined with the Leighton Buzzard Railway will indeed make sure that the Bed-

ford name is celebrated in the area of its birth in the nicest possible way.  

We are really hoping that we can attract at least 90 Bedfords which will help us at the BEC 

our own ‘record number of Bedfords in one place’, so come on LETS DO IT!                        

Get your application forms in to me ASAP. 

Stay safe, Christine.  

 Membership report by Christine Thomas 

  I would like to welcome our newest members to the club: 

Trevor Revell, Wayne Revell and Roy Curtis, all from Essex  

Dorian Grassick from Lincolnshire, Anthony Mault from Oxfordshire 

Thierry Leroux from France, Goff Radcliffe from East Sussex 

Joseph Krawczyk from West Dorset, Keith Lockyer from Hampshire. 

Jeff Barnes from Middlesex, Valerie Blow from Northamptonshire  

Adam Plimmer from New Zealand, Frank-Johan Rundhaug from Norway  

Julie Woodrow from Norfolk and finally Frank Elliott from the Isle of Anglesey 



Well here I am writing my third Legend editorial, something that very nearly didn’t  

happen. Three weeks ago the article ‘pot’ was completely empty and there was a big 

chance that this edition of the Legend would either be very thin or very late, luckily 

some really good information arrived which has allowed me to get the Legend out on 

time and at its usual size. However, I hate the thought of being faced with a similar      

scenario in three months time, so please, if you have a Bedford or GM related story or 

memory, if you want to see your vehicle in Readers Drives, if you’ve seen a Bedford out 

working somewhere in the world, LET ME KNOW!!!!  

Don’t forget, this is YOUR magazine - if you don’t put anything in, then you won’t get 

anything out. 

Editor’s Corner by Howard Berry,                  

Club Updates  by Richard Harlow      

 A short while back whilst at the VBOA national Rally I encountered two similar       

conversations about our club whilst trying to recruit new members. One was that we 

only cover the big stuff and one was that we only cover the little stuff! I just wanted to 

remind everyone that this is a member's club and we welcome all Bedford and       

associated vehicles. Whether they be big or small, we welcome them all, from the HA 

to the TM and everything in-between - vans, campers, horseboxes, fire engines, 

trucks, lorries, coaches and buses, all are welcome, so if you ever meet anyone making 

such comments, please tell them - big or small we welcome them all,. 

The same goes with our club stand that we display at various different shows up and 

down the country, all are welcome, nothing would please us more than to have a 

good mixture of vehicles on show 

And remember - big or small, we welcome them all. 

A full feature on the VBOA rally will feature in a forthcoming Legend.  



 

2021 Events    

  August 28th/29th/30th - BEDFORD 90 -  PARTY IN THE PARK.                    

Our big 90th anniversary celebration is getting closer and closer and the plan is     

coming together nicely. We still have room for entries, so if you’ve not got your entry 

form in yet, then there is still time  - don’t forget, we are aiming for 90 entries but if 

we go over that then even  better!!  

If you have a sales stall or if you just want to have a clear out and get rid of some of 

those unwanted spares, we’re offering members a special rate of £50 for the whole 

weekend.  

Amongst the tasty catering on offer will be Basil the Bedford pizza van (featured in the 

last Legend), fish and chips as well as burgers and bacon rolls. Cool down with an ice 

cream van or enjoy a nice refreshing pint from the Routemaster beer bus. 

There will be a raffle held on Saturday and Sunday (donations for prizes will always be 

welcome) and on Saturday and Sunday evenings we will be auctioning off two very 

special  lots.  

1. A day at Mathewson’s auction rooms in Thornton Le Dale with the chance to 

take the rostrum and act as the auctioneer  

2. Fancy being a stuntman (or woman) for the day? Jon Beech has kindly donated 

two chances to be the ‘injured party’ at one of the emergency services training 

days you’ll read about further on in this issue of the Legend.    

Come and support YOUR club, meet the committee and chew the cud with fellow 

enthusiasts.  

See www.bedfordenthusialstsclub.co.uk for updates and further details, or call 

Christine on 07547 424898    



Lodge’s Coaches by HB.                  

Based in the pretty village of High Easter, 7 miles north west of Chelmsford, Lodge’s 

Coaches have a long and impressive history, having been formed in 1920 using a    

Model T Ford fitted with a home-made wooden body. Known locally as ’the rabbit 

hutch’ it was used on a regular service from High Easter to Chelmsford. This service is 

still operated today, however the rabbit hutch has long since been replaced by newer 

vehicles, Lodge’s having one of the most modern bus and coach fleets in Essex. For 

many years Duple bodied Bedfords were the mainstay of the fleet, and even though 

the last regular serviceable examples were withdrawn several years ago, the company 

still operates one such vehicle in its fleet of vintage vehicles, some of which regularly 

appear on television and in films.    

The oldest of the vintage fleet is ES 8640, a 1926 seven seat Chevrolet X Type          

charabanc. Chassis number X10093 was new to Melville of Kirkmichael in Scotland and 

served as the courtesy coach for the Aldchlappie Hotel which records seem to indicate 

was owned by the Melville family. The Chevrolet was acquired by Lodge’s in 2013 and 

has been fitted with a replica Charabanc body of the time.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

The next four vehicles are all Bedford OBs but fitted with varying body styles. First off 

we have two   examples of what we probably consider to be the archetypal OB. The 

older of the pair is CFV 851, new in 1948 to Wood (Seagull Coaches) of  Blackpool, 

chassis number 68894 and fitted with a twenty-nine seat Duple Vista body (number 

49151). After passing 

through a number of 

operators across the 

country it entered 

preservation in 1974 and 

between 1978 and 2016  

was owned by the same               

preservationist. It was 

kept at Castle Point 

Transport Museum in 

Canvey Island so has 

spent more than half its 

life in Essex. For the majority of its preserved life it wore Seagull Coaches’ livery until 

acquired by Lodge’s in 2016. The second of the    standard OBs also carries a Duple 

Vista body and is TMY 700, new in 1949 to Essex County Coaches of Leyton. Chassis 

number 103474 also seats twenty-nine, and despite being newer than its stablemate 

was retired from passenger carrying service much earlier when it passed to Pressed 

Steel Commercial Refrigeration in Greenford in 1971. Entering preservation in 1981 it 

was acquired by Lodge’s 

in 2006.  

Looking outwardly similar 

to its two Duple bodied 

sisters is LTA 752. New in 

1950 to Western National 

as fleet number 1413, it 

too is fitted with a Duple 

Vista body, but that is 

where the similarity ends.           

     



After passing to             

Lincolnshire Road 

Car it was converted 

to open sided 

‘toastrack’ layout for 

use on tours of   

Skegness seafront. 

As Skegness is well 

known for being 

‘bracing’ the side 

panels (including 

windows) can be 

replaced when   the 

weather prevents its operation with open sides. LTA spent a number of years in 

preservation carrying    Lincolnshire’s colours before its acquisition by Lodge’s.   

The final OB however is 

a completely different 

kettle of fish. New in 

1947 to SMT and fitted 

with one of SMT’s own 

bodies, FFS 867 was one 

of 23 Bedfords (4 OWBs 

and 19 OBs) which had 

their original bodies      

removed  by SMT who 

then sent the chassis to 

the Burlingham factory 

in Blackpool where 

(following guidance from Vauxhall Motors) Burlingham converted the chassis to for-

ward control before bodying them with ‘baby’ versions of their classic Seagull body. 

Coincidentally, the Seagull received its name due to Wood’s Coaches, (who, if you’ve 

been paying attention will remember as the  original owners of CFV 851)    taking the 

first example of the body. FFS 867 entered preservation with a Mr Forsyth of Carluke 

and remained there until purchased by Lodge’s in 2017.  



Next up is MJB 481, an SBG fitted with a Duple Vega body and new in 1956 to Chiltonian 

of Chilton Foliat on the Berkshire - Wiltshire borders. After spending some time on the 

Isle of Wight it was acquired 

by Reigate Coaches where it 

received its roof mounted air 

horns, a feature it still carries 

today. In terms of second 

hand members of the        

preserved fleet, MJB is the 

longest serving, having been 

acquired by Lodge’s from 

Abbeyways of Halifax in 

1989. Named Katie, MJB is a 

real star of stage and screen 

(well just screen actually) for as well as being the star of the Foxy Bingo advert on TV, 

Katie also appeared in an episode of the Only Fools and Horses spin off, Rock and Chips, 

in which Nicholas Lyndhurst's character used it as the getaway  vehicle for a robbery! 

The  latest vehicle to join 

the heritage fleet is SB3 

Duple Super Vega 675 OCV. 

Well known on the scene 

after spending over twenty 

years with Len and Maura 

Wright of Norwich, OCV was 

new to Crimson Tours of St 

Ives, Cornwall in 1962,   

passing to Norfolk operator 

Birds of Hunstanton three 

years later. It stayed with 

Birds for twenty years before passing to Len and his wife in 1995. Despite being involved 

in a serious accident in 2004 it remained in preservation until 2018 when purchased by 

Mark Withers of Henstridge, Somerset for his Lewis Coaches fleet. Passing to Lodge’s in 

August 2020, it is currently undergoing a rebuild and repaint into fleet livery.  



 Another coach from 

south west England is 

Duple Bella Vega bodied 

Bedford SB13, EDD685C. 

It was new to Princess 

Mary Coaches of Staple 

Hill in Bristol in 1965, 

but spent years with 

Fowlers of Holbeach 

Grove. EDD owes its 

preservation status to 

Mike Pearce of      

Claverham Coaches who acquired it in 1977 from Princess Mary as the first vehicle to 

join his fledgling operation. Mike kept the coach in semi-retirement before selling it for 

preservation in 1997, its good condition being partly down to it being garaged          

undercover when owned by Princess Mary. It joined the Lodge heritage fleet in 2014.  

The newest member of the heritage fleet in terms of years has been owned by Lodge’s 

since new and is 53 seat 

Duple Dominant II bodied 

Bedford YMT YMJ 555S, 

purchased by them back in 

June 1978. YMJ was the 

last new Bedford to join 

the fleet and in a nod to 

the faithful service YMJ had 

given, twenty-one years 

after it was delivered, a 

brand new Van Hool      

bodied Scania entered the 

                fleet  registered S555 YMJ.  

All photos courtesy of Andy Ballisat/Lodge’s Coaches/HB  



Memories of Ian by Martin Caddy.                  

The last issue of the Legend carried a short obituary for my good friend Ian Pollard. It 

was a terrible shock when I heard that he had passed away so suddenly, we had been 

together with the lorries for a few hours only five days before on a social run out. I felt 

it was fitting to add some more information about a true preservationist and ‘lorry 

man’.                 

  Ian had worked for Sid Knowles Transport for nearly twenty-five years and in 2013 he 

purchased a 1980 TM fitted with a Detroit V8 engine and new to the Northern Ireland 

milk Marketing Board. The lorry received an extensive restoration and repaint into Sid 

Knowles’ colours and then re-registered SRL 309N, a proper Cornish registration   

number. Ian (and his daughter Sam) also owned MRL 952X, a 1981 ERF C Series which 

was delivered new to Rowe & Thomas of Hayle and rescued by Ian from a yard in St 

Day in 2007. Ian had been a regular at our monthly Commercial Vehicle Enthusiasts 

Group meetings for many years and about six years ago we started talking about    

travelling further afield to display our vehicles and after some time we purchased a 

suitable period trailer to suit both the TM and the ERF  as well as my own Bedford.                          



Ian, Sam and myself refurbished the trailer and started to plan our ‘World 

Tours’ it was so fortunate that we had two wonderful seasons travelling ‘up country’ 

taking in Gaydon ,Kelsall ,Llandudno, Welland, Newark and South Cerney amongst  

others before the virus struck. In 2020 we had planned to take in some new venues 

but it was not to be.  

Ian was a quiet man who, as his son said at the funeral would ‘not use ten words 

when two would do’. He was a true ‘distance man’ who knew all the eateries and 

parking places from his time with Sid Knowles and his knowledge of roads and routes 

was invaluable. I am so glad we have the memories of driving around the Great Orme 

or  sitting in South Cerney village eating fish and chips in the evening sunshine.  

We met and made some good friends during the trips and I am sure they too will 

agree we have lost a ‘true lorry man and good friend’ RIP  Ian 

Nostalgia corner 

Member Dave Price (388) is seen here in 2005 about to head off to Hyde Park Barracks  

in his TK with a delivery of coke for the blacksmith.  



G. A. Carlyon by Martin Caddy  

The small Cornish village of Mount Hawke situated about eight miles west of Truro is 

home not only to one of Cornwall’s leading coach operators, but also to G.A. Carlyon, 

who for over one-hundred years have been providing general haulage services 

throughout Cornwall and beyond. The earliest record of George. A. Carlyon lists him in 

1908 as a haulage contractor and roadstone supplier using traction engines and      

wagons. As time went on he bought some ex First World war solid tyred Peerless and 

Liberty lorries.  

The first Bedford was a WTL, then during the 1940s, three O Types were bought, and 

this saw the start of many years of loyalty to the Bedford marque by his son W. A    

Carlyon. A, D, J and TKs (all short wheelbase tippers) were loyal workhorses, although 

no KMs ever entered the fleet as when heavier models were needed the move was 

made to Leyland and ERF. The business continues in the same yard as it all started with 

the fourth generation of the family involved now and running mainly Scanias and 

MANs 

I think if my grandfather could see what can be moved in one day now compared with  

when he first started the company back in 1908 he would be very surprised !  

The three original O 

Types loaded with 

sea sand from 

Hayle. The sand 

would be spread on 

farmland to raise 

the lime content of 

the soil, especially 

useful for  growing 

cauliflower.                 

Carlyon’s still do this 

work today.    



 

  

This split screen D Type was 

one of a pair fitted with       

Bedford diesel engines. 

Three J Types, with W.A. 

(Bill) Carlyle standing with  

his daughter. Leaning on 

the wing of the right hand J 

Type is Graham Carlyle, 

Martin’s cousin, who runs 

the business today.    

J Type 511 NRL was fitted with a 

special lightweight aluminium 

body. This allowed Graham to ‘get 

behind the wheel’ and gain       

experience until he became old 

enough to drive the heavier      

vehicles in the fleet.    



             LAF 58L and TAF 14N were TKs fitted with Telehoist underfloor tipping gear.  

Reader’s Drives                                                              

Member:  Goff Radcliffe Member No: 692        

Location:  Heathfield, East Sussex 

Vehicle Details: J Type registration GPR 6            



A dangerous liaison by HB.               

Earlier this month the BEC Committee met to discuss the Bedford 90 event, a meeting 

hosted by our Recovery Support Officer Jon Beech. Now to put you in the picture, Jon and 

his lovely wife live out in the wilds of Staffordshire in a house with plenty of outbuildings 

and a lot of land. We’d just settled down with a coffee when Jon told us that if we saw a 

chap hanging from a tree in the woods behind the house then we weren’t to be alarmed, 

as this would be the first of many 

strange things we’d see today. Having 

worked in Staffordshire I thought I 

knew what he was talking about, but 

how wrong I was. Through Jon’s many 

years of  specialist heavy recovery work 

he became involved with a company 

called IRRTC Rescue who specialise in 

training the military and emergency 

services in amongst other things road 

rescue and trauma care. One of Jon’s 

large outbuildings has been converted into the company’s ‘hands on’ training facility and 

his Bedfords are used in the training scenarios. The meeting was very nearly abandoned 

whilst we watched the emergency   

services cut trapped people from    

vehicles, how they deal with someone 

trapped underneath a vehicle (above) 

and the most interesting of all, how 

they deal with the aftermath of a    

terrorist attack (right). Now I go queasy 

at the thought of watching Casualty, so 

you can imagine how I felt when I was 

told we could act as innocent bystand-

ers in the terrorist attack scenario. 

Well, the special effects were fantastic, 

the stuntman had all manner of things in the back of his car including trousers which 



made it look as through his stomach had 

been blown out and a special pump that 

would simulate blood spurting from an    

amputated limb (apologies if you’re having 

your breakfast…). All these things were    

necessary as the scenarios have to be as   

realistic as possible so if our wonderful    

forces or services do have to attend such an    

incident then they will know what to          

expect. Little did the trainees know that  our 

terrorist had planted a secondary with a   

timer fuse and had a third hidden under his 

body. Even through we’d been warned 

about this it was still a shock when all 

the bangs started, but wow, what a day. 

Photos attached show vehicles being cut 

to release trapped casualties as well as 

one or two shots of the scenarios      

described. The good news is that you 

too could experience what we did, but 

even more in depth as Jon has kindly 

donated 2 chances to attend a training 

day and get to work with the stuntman. 

These will be auctioned at 

Bedford90, however if you 

aren’t going but still want 

to be in with a chance, 

then send a sealed bid to 

Christine before the 25th  

of August.   



 You still see them everywhere!   

           (working special) by Richard Harlow   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We all know the saying you see them everywhere! but isn’t it refreshing when you see 
them still doing what they were made to do, working for a living? Bring on the muscle, this 
stunning 1980 Bedford TM is owned and still rescuing vehicles up and down the country by 
Phillip Leslie of R&S Recovery. Richard Harlow met with Phillip to find out more about the 
history of his TM and why it was still working and hadn’t been replaced with new luxury   
modern Truck.  
 
Richard (BEC) How long have you owned the TM and where did it come from? 
 
Phillip (R&S) I purchased the Bedford in 2009 from David Crouch, it’s a left-hand drive       
ex-military version which we believed was stationed in Germany. It was then sent to a   
recovery vehicle manufacturer in Boston, Lincolnshire called P&D Cosby who removed 
some of the Holmes 750 recovery gear from a Foden and put it onto the Bedford, and at 
the same time they fitted a front electric winch. It finally went on the road in 2011. 



 
Richard: What engine is it fitted with? 
 
Phillip: It's fitted with the Bedford 500 Turbo; this is an 8.2 litre 6-cylinder turbo 
diesel engine 4 stroke and water cooled producing 205hp 
 
Richard: What sort of work do you use it for? 
 
Phillip: We use it for off road winching 
and going to locations where access is 
tight. Typically, it is used for rescuing 
heating oil tankers stuck down narrow 
country lanes in the   winter months.  
 
Richard: Why do you use this truck 
instead of something more  modern? 
 
Phillip: It’s a cost-effective way to 
increase our recovery capability. It is 
one of four 4x4 off road recovery   
vehicles we have. They can sit around 
for most of the year at little cost but when needed are invaluable. Also, we have 
not done an expensive restoration on the truck. It is a working vehicle and if we 
have to drive it through a hedge to get to a job it doesn’t matter. You would never 
take a modern £200,000 truck to some of the places we take this.  
 
So there we have it, a genuine  working truck, as the saying goes, they don't make 

‘em like they used to, and this is the 
proof of the pudding. 
 
I'd like to thank Phillip of R&S Recovery 
for the information and images, if any 
of our members are ever in the Bucks, 
Berks, Oxon, Surrey or West London 
Area and need recovery services, be 
sure to give the Guys at R&S a 
Shout https://www.rsrecovery.co.uk/ 
 

https://www.rsrecovery.co.uk/


Classified Ads                                                               

NOTE TO ADVERTISERS - YOUR ADVERT WILL APPEAR FOR ONE ISSUE ONLY, IF YOU 

WANT IT TO CARRY OVER INTO THE NEXT ISSUE PLEASE CONTACT THE EDITOR. 

FOR SALE 

For sale - Bedford J Type new black roof lining, may also fit A 

and D Types. Picture shows the lining assembled. As you can 

see it fits into the metal rib (not included, only shown for   

example purposes). £90.00 plus postage at cost.                   

Contact: Gary Matthews on 07749 586757 

 

For sale - Bedford M type 1950.  Solid and reliable, regular on 

the show circuit. Vehicle based in North Yorkshire.          

Contact: Alan Stubbs on 07947 815838  

 

For sale - 2 x Bedford TKs for restoration. One 1961 with 220 

diesel and one 1964 with 200 diesel. Both running and come with logbooks. £2500 

each.                                             

Contact: Alfred Reilly on 07778 274316  

For sale - Bedford S type petrol. Original 1954 reg. LYO 775.  

Only 13,000 miles, one of the original batch of Aux. Fire     

Service S types. Fitted with platform body and mock CKD 

crate load. Resprayed in 2005. Can be viewed at Bedford 90. 

Offers around £10k.  Contact Martin 07939 285525.  

                               WANTED 

Wanted  - For 1940 Dodge VF 404 1.5 ton 4x4. Three 750 x 20 (34 x 7) wheels with 5 
stud fixings.                 
Contact: Martin Kemp on 01630 452824 



Club Merchandise                                   

The club has the following items of merchandise available for sale.  

Item Colour Sizes Cost                  

(incl P&P) 

Novelty mug ‘I fix Bedfords’   £7.25 

Mug with BEC logo   £7.75 

Bottle opener keyring   £4.95 

‘Keep Calm, fire up the Bedford ’ sign Black/white  £11.45 

Mouse mat with BEC logo   £4.95 

BEC ballpoint pen   £2.00 

K, M, & O type workshop manual on CD   £11.45 

Polo shirt with BEC logo  M  L  XL  2XL £18.00 

Fleece with BEC logo Grey L  XL  2XL  3XL £26.00 

Fleece with BEC logo Burgundy L  XL  2XL  3XL £29.00 

Waterproof jacket  Made to order £41.00 

Beanie hat with BEC logo Black  £7.50 

Baseball cap with BEC logo   £8.75 

To order any items of merchandise, please contact 

Christina Robinson, 124 Manning Road, Moulton, Northampton, NN3 7HJ 

Tel: 07592 524736 or email bearsscd567@gmail.com 

Please make cheques payable to Bedford Enthusiasts Club.                            

Orders can also be processed through the BEC website,  

www.bedfordenthusiastsclub.com   

New to the merchandise range are 

these unbreakable mugs - ideal for 

when you’re banging around in the 

workshop struggling on something 

other than a Bedford! 

£10.00 including p&p 



 

Club Spares     

The Club has a large inventory of Bedford spares available, including mechanical, 

electrical and body parts for a wide range of Bedford models and engine types. 

The following items have been recently acquired  

Diesel filters  BF884 Baldwin  620 Crosland 

Oil filters P356 Baldwin 491 Crosland 

Air filters  PA1885 Baldwin 965 Crosland 

  

Shock 91036934 910942247 

Twin plate clutch kit 

TM radiator for military version 

 

For Bedford 500 

Water pump 91049785 

Piston set 91075824 

Liners set 91020170 

Thermostat 9959485 

Lift pump 91145753 

 

For more information on the full range of spares, please contact James Robinson, the 

Spares Officer 

Tel: 07740 083370 or email j.robinson@able-assist.co.uk 

If you have any Bedford spares for sale or for free or if you hear of a stock clearance, 

please call James as the BEC is always interested in expanding the range of spares 

available. Please be aware that the BEC cannot be held responsible for the          

condition of any spares sold.               

                                                    

Tyres 

New                                             

9.5R 17.50                                         

8.5R 17.5                                        

245/7R  19.5                                 

7.50R 16                                         

8.25R  16  with tube and flap  

Used                                                  

215/75 r 17.5                                   

20 inch s type wheel split rim          

TK etc. 16 inch wheel split rim         



Submissions of written or photographic content are always welcome for inclusion in the Legend and should be 

sent to the Editor using the details below 

Email: thebedfordlegend@gmail.com. Post: 7 Donaldson Drive, Cheswardine, Shropshire, TF9 2NY 

The cut-off for items to be included in the next edition of the Legend is 10th November 2021 

Prints and slides can be scanned in if sent by post. Please enclose an SAE if you want material returned after use. 

The Editor cannot guarantee that submissions  will be used and articles may be edited due to space restrictions.  

The Bedford Enthusiasts Club (BEC) and the Editor make every effort to ensure that the content of the Bedford 

Legend is as accurate and appropriate as possible, however the BEC cannot accept any responsibility for the 

accuracy of submitted material. Opinions expressed by contributors do not necessarily reflect the views or values 

of the BEC as an organisation or of the BEC Committee.  

The Bedford Legend is produced for members of the BEC and remains © of the BEC. It may not be reproduced or 

commercially distributed without prior permission from the BEC Committee.  

   For enthusiasts of Bedford and associated historic vehicles.   

Another of Jon Beech’s Bedfords is this TL, one of 30 built on Bedford chassis 

by Warwickshire based BRUFF. It has 2 rail axles that drop beneath the tyres 

to allow it to move along the tracks. As well as being an all in one rescue     

vehicle, it was also used in the rerailing of rolling stock which had came off 

the rails, its party trick being that it can turn itself around on the spot. A small 

turntable is lowered which lifts the BRUFF up allowing it to be pushed around 

180 degrees. A sensible offer might tempt Jon to part with the BRUFF.   


